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Abstract

Prospective investors of new projects consider the returns of implemented pro-

jects with similar (observed) attributes and invest if the empirical mean return ex-

ceeds the cost. The steady states of such economies result in suboptimal investment

decisions due to the selection bias in the sampling procedure. Assuming higher

attributes are associated with higher returns, there is systematic overinvestment

as compared with the Bayesian benchmark, thereby illustrating that selection bias

may explain entrepreneurial overcon�dence. Extensions are discussed allowing some

share of investors to be rational or for correlation between the attributes considered

by various investors.
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1 Introduction

Entrepreneurial activity consists in large part in deciding whether and when to make in-

vestments on the basis of the observation of a subset of the characteristics (attributes) of

projects. Standard economics assumes that decision makers can relate the (observed) at-

tributes to the distribution of returns and costs of the projects so that optimal (Bayesian)

investment decisions can be made. Yet, it is not clear how decision makers can form such

rational expectations, since mathematical representations of how attributes, returns and

costs are jointly distributed are rarely accessible to decision makers.

This paper considers the steady states of economies in which decision makers sample

all those implemented projects with the same set of attributes as those observed in their

own project and consider the obtained empirical distribution of returns in the sample as

being representative of the return they would obtain if they were to implement their own

project (costs are assumed to be known in the model so that there is no need to form

expectations about those).

Such a procedure to form expectations is quite commonly used in applied economics

(see, for example, Freeman (1971) for the study of the returns to schooling among male

students), essentially because it is in general impossible to have access to the returns that

would have been obtained in projects that were not implemented (counterfactuals).1 But

it typically su¤ers from a bias insofar as the sample of those projects (with the same

attributes) that were implemented need not be representative of all projects (with the

considered attributes). To be more explicit, the fact that another project was implemented

means that the decision maker in charge of that project observed attribute realizations

that led him to make the investment decision, but the procedure does not take this extra

information into account. It should also be stressed that to make the correct inference

from the fact that the observed project was implemented, it would be required to know

(possibly in a statistical sense) the attributes on which the decision maker of the observed

project based his investment decision, but this knowledge too need not be accessible to

1Even if it were possible to have access to counterfactuals, one may argue that data about implemented
projects are more vivid and more memorable so that they may have more impact on investors�judgments.
Such a view is in line with the representativeness heuristic developed in psychology by Tversky and
Kahneman (1974) which is sometimes used to explain the neglect of selection bias (see Han and Hirshleifer
(2015) for a recent paper in this vein).
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investors given that various investors would typically observe di¤erent attributes. Such a

di¢ culty makes it more plausible that at least some share of decision makers would rely

on the simple sampling heuristic suggested above.

The bias induced by the sampling heuristic is well identi�ed in the econometrics lit-

erature and it is referred to as selection bias (see Heckman (1979), Angrist and Imbens

(1991) or Manski (1993) for representative contributions on selection bias). Most of the

econometrics literature either suggests methods to correct the bias (Heckman (1979) or

Angrist and Imbens (1991))2 or it suggests to elicit beliefs so as to avoid making assump-

tions on how decision makers form expectations (Manski (2004b)).

By contrast, this paper analyzes the implications of selection bias on the e¢ ciency of

investment decisions (as resulting from the sampling heuristic described above), and it

explicitly allows di¤erent decision makers to make their decisions based on the observa-

tions of di¤erent attributes, which as will be observed is a key ingredient of the analysis.

Speci�cally, in the basic model, it is assumed that, in addition to what every decision

make may commonly observe, every investor observes one single (extra) attribute;3 the

chance that two investors consider the same extra attribute is negligible; conditional on

the return, attributes are distributed identically and independently of each other; and

a higher realization of attribute is more representative of a higher return in the sense

that the joint distributions of returns and attributes satisfy the monotone likelihood ratio

property.

In such a setting, it is shown that there is a unique steady state in the sampling

heuristic economy. The steady state or equilibrium satis�es a threshold property. That is,

a decision maker invests whenever the observed attribute realization a is above a threshold

a�. In the rational (or Bayesian) benchmark, optimal investment decisions also have a

threshold property, but the threshold aB above which investments decisions are made is

typically di¤erent and larger, aB > a�. That is, there is more investment in the sampling

heuristic world than in the rational world. Moreover, a decision maker observing any

attribute realization has always an overly optimistic assessment of the resulting expected

2Some of the literature also suggests working with bounds when correcting fully the selection bias is
not feasible (see, for example, Manski (2004a)).

3Per se, this is without loss of generality given that if a package of attributes is observed, one can
always de�ne such a package as a composite attribute.
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return as compared with the rational benchmark (with the same observation). That is,

investors are overcon�dent.4 The intuition for these results is as follows. The sample

on which decision makers base their estimates of the expected return is biased toward

higher returns as compared with the rational Bayesian benchmark given that it consists

of projects in which the observed attribute realization of the corresponding investor was

above the threshold a�, and higher attribute realizations are more representative of higher

returns. The threshold is determined as a �xed point given that the threshold used by

other investors is a determinant of the threshold used by a given investor (through the

compositional e¤ect on the sample) and these thresholds must coincide in steady state

(since all attributes have the same informativeness).

While the above insight considers the optimistic biased assessment of investors in ab-

solute terms (i.e., relative to the rational benchmark), I also note that an investor in my

setting erroneously believes that on average his own projects when implemented would

perform better that others�implemented projects. This is so because investors�views on

others� implemented projects are correct (as they are observed by every investor), and

investors are overly optimistic about the pro�tability of their own projects, as just high-

lighted. Thus, the �ndings of this paper are in agreement with a number of stylized facts

about managerial overcon�dence, suggesting that investors tend to be overly optimistic

about their own projects but less so about others�projects (see, in particular, Cooper et

al. (1988)).

Building on the basic model, I consider various extensions. First, I allow for the pos-

sibility that a positive share of decision makers would be rational while others would

follow the sampling heuristic. I observe that the presence of rational investors aggravates

the selection bias in equilibrium: There is even more investment on the part of the less

sophisticated decision makers as one increases the share of rational investors (and over-

con�dence is also aggravated). The intuition for this result is as follows. As one gets

surrounded with more rational investors, decisions are better, and thus sampling from

better decisions -which lead to more investment when returns are higher- induces even

more bias toward feeding the feeling that it is a good idea to invest no matter what at-

4I use in this paper overcon�dence interchangeably with optimism. I do not consider overcon�dence
in relation to biased perceived precision of signals. Biased perceived precision would not a¤ect behaviors
in my model given that investors are assumed to be risk-neutral.
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tribute realization is observed. Such a negative externality imposed by rational investors

on sampling investors is a consequence of the equilibrium approach pursued in this paper,

and it would typically be absent if the overcon�dence bias were modelled in an exogenous

fashion (say through well chosen subjective priors) to start with.

Second, I allow for the extra attributes considered by two investors to be sometimes

(with positive probability) the same so as to re�ect that, in localized economies, two

neighbors may more likely consider the same extra attributes. I �rst observe that if the

correlation is perfect in the sense that all investors consider the same extra attribute,

then the investment strategy resulting from the sampling heuristic is rational, thereby

illustrating the key role of the heterogeneity of the observations in deriving the above

reported bias. I next observe allowing for partial correlation that the steady state no

longer takes a threshold form, and there is a range of attribute realizations for which the

subjective assessment of the expected return must coincide with the cost. Such a range

of indi¤erence would typically not arise in the rational benchmark, thereby illustrating

another e¤ect of the equilibrium approach pursued here.

Third, I extend the model to cover simple trading environments with sellers and buyers,

thereby illustrating that there is more trade in the sampling heuristic world than in the

rational benchmark. In particular, with the sampling heuristic, trade may arise for purely

speculative reasons (whereas the no trade theorem would hold in the rational benchmark,

see Milgrom and Stokey (1982)), and the heuristic may induce welfare superior outcomes

in Akerlof-type environments. The overcon�dence that arises due to selection bias in

my setting can then potentially be used to shed a new light on the seemingly excessive

volumes of trade observed in �nancial markets.5

In the �nal Section, I brie�y discuss how a sophisticated investor or an econometrician

would approach the selection bias causing overcon�dence in the basic model. I also brie�y

consider, within the sampling heuristic framework, situations in which various types of

attributes with di¤erent distributions would be available, and I note that a more inform-

ative attribute (in the sense of Blackwell) need not dominate (from a welfare viewpoint) a

5Such large volumes of trade are sometimes explained based on subjective prior assumptions which are
interpreted through the lens of overcon�dence (see Daniel and Hirshleifer (2015) for a recent exposition
of this line of research). The equilibrium approach of my paper can be viewed as providing some elements
to endogenize the subjective priors considered in that line of research.
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less informative attribute due to selection bias. I also suggest in situations in which more

informative attributes would be available to decision makers as the volume of investment

increases that the sampling heuristic may be bene�cial in that it may correct for the

resulting externality, thereby better aligning the investment criterion with what would be

optimal from a welfare viewpoint.

Related literature:

The above basic insight can be viewed as connecting the econometrics literature on

selection bias to the idea that entrepreneurs may be overcon�dent in the sense of being too

optimistic regarding the returns of their projects as compared with the rational Bayesian

benchmark (see Cooper et al. (1988), Odean (1998), Heaton (2002), Malmandier and

Tate (2005) or Koellinger et al. (2007) for �eld reports on managerial overcon�dence, see

also Camerer and Lovallo (1999) for an experiment on overcon�dence).6 The proposed

explanation for overcon�dence di¤ers from previously proposed explanations (sometimes

referring to other notions of overcon�dence).7 For example, Rabin and Schrag (1999)

while considering a similar de�nition of overcon�dence, derive overcon�dence from another

psychological bias, the con�rmatory bias that leads agents to sometimes behave as if they

had not made observations that go against their current beliefs. Van den Steen (2004)

de�nes overcon�dence as the subjective belief that one performs better than others, which

Van den Steen derives from a revealed preference argument in a subjective prior world.8

Finally, Bénabou and Tirole (2002) or Köszegi (2006) refer to overcon�dence in a third

sense. In their setting, beliefs are perfectly rational (Bayesian) based on the observed

information, in contrast to the approaches of this paper or of Rabin and Schrag (1999).

6It should be mentioned that in Camerer-Lovallo�s treatment in which subjects self-select to participate
in the entry game experiment, there is more overcon�dence due to subjects missing that other participants
are also good at solving puzzles, another form of selection bias.

7Denrell (2003) and Hogarth and Kareliaia (2012) consider links between selection bias and managerial
erroneous views (yet of a di¤erent nature than explored in this paper, see below), but they implicitly
attribute the errors to outside observers rather than to investors, thereby not embedding their approach
into an equilibrium approach as in this paper. Speci�cally, Denrell (2003) notes that if an observer
only sees successful enterprises as data on failures are less visible, it may create the illusion that riskier
projects perform better (for well chosen distributions of risks), and Hogarth and and Kareliaia (2012)
note that if managerial assessments are noisy at the time of the investment decision, ex post it may be
that implemented projects are not pro�table, which may incorrectly be interpreted through the lens of
overcon�dence.

8Observe that such a relative dimension of overcon�dence emerges also in my setting.
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But information management (acquisition or deletion) is asymmetric following good or bad

signal realization either due to ego-utility in Köszegi or time inconsistency in Bénabou-

Tirole, thereby leading to a biased distribution of posteriors (at the decision time) that

these authors identify with overcon�dence.

The expectations formed by investors in the main model are erroneous and yet they are

the results of equilibrium forces. As such, this paper relates to various recent equilibrium

approaches with non-rational expectations, in particular the analogy-based expectation

equilibrium that was �rst developed for extensive form games in Jehiel (2005) and later

applied to games with incomplete information in Jehiel and Koessler (2008) and Ettinger

and Jehiel (2010).9 As it turns out, viewing Nature as a player determining the return of a

project after the decision maker has made his investment decision allows me to connect the

equilibrium approach developed in this paper with the analogy-based expectation equilib-

rium (see the end of Section 2).10 The paper is also related to the behavioral equilibrium

developed in Esponda (2008) which has been applied to voting games with asymmetric

information and interdependent preferences in Esponda and Pouzo (2014). While the idea

of selection bias is present in Esponda (2008) and Esponda and Pouzo (2014) (see also

Esponda and Vespa (2015) for a related recent experiment), a key di¤erence is that here

selection bias arises in decision problems as a result of learning from others�experiences.

By contrast, Esponda�s work makes an essential use of multi-player environments in which

payo¤s are a¤ected by others�actions and it assumes learning is based on one own�s ex-

perience. Finally, Spiegler (2015) has recently proposed to import the tool of Bayesian

network to model bounded rationality in decision problems. Yet, in his interpretation of

his solution concept as a steady state, Spiegler implicitly assumes that all decision makers

9See also Piccione and Rubinstein (2003) for developing related ideas in the context of pattern recog-
nition and Mullainathan et al. (2008), Jehiel and Samuelson (2012) or Eyster and Piccione (2013) for
more recent publications relying on coarse reasoning of the sort covered by the analogy-based expectation
equilibrium.
The sampling equilibrium of Osborne and Rubinstein (1998) is less closely related to the present paper

since it relies on the bias induced by extrapolations from small samples. Also, less directly related is the
valuation equilibrium of Jehiel and Samet (2007) since here every decision maker has only two possible
moves (to invest or not to invest in a single investment problem).
10The approach in this paper has also some link to the cursed equilibrium given that cursed equilibrium

and ABEE are connected (see the discussion in Jehiel and Koessler (2008)). Yet, given that the underlying
interaction is one with a single decison maker (and not one with multiple players and interdependent
preferences), the link to the cursed equilibrium is less tight.
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rely on the same Directed Acyclic Graph to explain the probabilistic process, which does

not �t with the present application that makes an essential use of the heterogeneity in

how various decision makers form their beliefs.11

2 The investment problem

Each project is de�ned by � = (x; a) where x 2 R is the expected return and a = (an)Nn=1
is the vector of N attributes of the project where N will typically be thought of as being

large. Return realizations x are assumed to take �nitely many values inX and l(x) denotes

the proportion of projects with return x. Attribute realizations ai would also typically

be assumed to take �nitely many values in applications. To simplify the exposition of

equilibrium, I will assume that they take values in the continuum. Speci�cally, each

attribute ai is distributed according to a distribution that varies with x 2 X. Conditional
on x, each ai is distributed independently of each other, according to the same density

f(� j x) with full support on [0; 1].
I assume that there is a continuum of projects and one decision-maker for each project.

Moreover, I assume that the empirical distribution of the ith attribute ai of projects with

return x has a density given by f(� j x). That is, some form of the law of large number is

assumed to hold in this economy with a continuum of projects.12

Each decision maker observes one attribute. This attribute can be interpreted as

the extra attribute observed by the decision maker in addition to the common set of

attributes observed by everyone (see below comment 2). Having in mind that decision

makers consider attributes independently of each other, the probability that two di¤erent

decision makers consider the same attribute is 1
N
and taking the limit as N goes to 1, I

will assume it is 0 in the analysis.13 I will later on consider the case in which two di¤erent

11As it turns out, the personal equilibrium considered by Spiegler in his context can be viewed as
an analogy-based expectation equilibrium of an extensive form game in which the various variables of
interest are decided by di¤erent players. Analogy partitions should be de�ned so that they respect the
causality graph in the Directed Acyclic Graph describing the Bayesian network.
12Such an assumption can be justi�ed with a frequentist approach when ai takes �nitely many values.

It is assumed to hold in the setup with a continuum of attribute realizations.
13In line with the interpretation of the model as the limit of one with �nitely many attribute realizations,

one should assume that N is large relative to the number of attribute realizations, and both this number
and N should be large.
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decision makers may consider the same attribute with positive probability, thereby also

covering the case of �nite N:

The cost of each project is c. The decision maker of project � has to decide based on

the observation of one attribute picked at random, say attribute realization ai, whether

or not to invest in the project. Decision makers are assumed to be risk-neutral.

I will later on discuss the Bayesian benchmark case in which there is investment

whenever E(x j ai) � c where the expectation operator E is derived from l(�) and f(� j x)
by simple composition. But, the main hypothesis is that the decision maker does not

know l(�) and f(� j �) to start with. Instead, he samples all projects from previous cohorts
of decision makers in which an investment decision was made and the same attribute

realization ai as in the current project was observed. Importantly, I am assuming that

only implemented projects are observed ex post. That is, � is revealed when there is

investment, but not otherwise. Based on the observation of past implemented projects

with same (observed) attribute realization, the decision maker computes the empirical

mean x from those projects and invests whenever the empirical mean does not fall short

of the cost c. I am interested in analyzing the steady states of such a dynamic sampling

process and how they compare to the rational benchmark in which decision makers would

make the optimal investment decisions based on their observation.

Considering the empirical mean x of past projects conditional on those projects having

the same ith attribute realization ai as the current project of interest looks like a natural

idea, and it would yield the correct (Bayesian) estimate if the sample were representative

of all projects having the ith attribute realization ai. The problem is that only those

projects in which there is investment are observed (it seems legitimate to assume that

it would be rather di¢ cult to have access to the detailed characteristics of projects that

were not implemented). This creates a selection bias in the sampled pool because the

decision of other decision makers whether or not to invest cannot be considered to be

independent of the variables of interest: Investments by others occur only when these

observed attribute realizations that led them to think the expected return of their project

would exceed the cost. A key objective of this paper is to understand the exact form

taken by this bias.

Formally, a steady state is de�ned as follows. Let q(a) denote the probability of
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investing when observing an ith attribute realization a, and assume that q(a) is bounded

away from 0 for a positive measure of a.14 Let

bv(a) = P
x2X l(x)f(a j x)

R 1
0
q(b)f(b j x)db � xP

x2X l(x)f(a j x)
R 1
0
q(b)f(b j x)db

:

Given the assumed investment strategy q(�), bv(a) is the steady state mean return of
projects with ith attribute realization a in which there was investment. To see this,

observe that i) l(x)f(a j x) accounts (up to an x-independent scalar) for the density of x-
projects with ith attribute a, ii)

R 1
0
q(b)f(b j x)db accounts for the steady state probability

that an investor looking at an attribute other than the ith would invest in a project with

return x, and iii) bv(a) is a weighted average of x where the weight of x is proportional to
l(x)f(a j x)

R 1
0
q(b)f(b j x)db, the product of the density and probability de�ned in i) and

ii) respectively.

Based on the above de�nition of bv(a), steady state requires that for each a, if q(a) > 0,
one should have bv(a) � c, and if q(a) = 0, one should have bv(a) � c. That is, an investor
observing an attribute realization a should decide to invest with positive probability only

if the perceived expected return bv(a) exceeds the cost c.
Comments. 1) Instead of referring to attributes, one could instead assume that in-

vestors receive signals that are informative about returns. Such signals can be interpreted

as the overall impressions investors get from their project. More precisely, one could as-

sume that conditional on the return x, investors receive signals that are independently

distributed across investors according to the conditional density f(� j x). Everything
would work similarly, assuming that investors can generate for past projects the sig-

nals/impressions they would have gotten at the investment decision time had they been

in charge of the past project (and the considered sample would consist of past projects

with obtained overall impressions coinciding with the overall impression made by the cur-

rent project). 2) Coming back to the attribute framework, it may be more realistic in a

number of cases to assume that all investors commonly observe a subset of the attributes,

say the �rst m attributes, of all projects, and in addition observe one extra randomly de-

termined attribute of their own project. The same model as above would apply restricting
14If this is not so, the notion of steady state can be strengthened by imposing some trembling behavior.
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attention to the pool of projects having the same realizations of the �rst m attributes as

the current project of interest (one should rede�ne accordingly the values of l(x) for this

pool of projects).

Link to the analogy-based expectation equilibrium.

The above steady-state can be described using the framework of the analogy-based

expectation equilibrium (Jehiel (2005)). De�ne the investment problem as follows. In

stage 1, Nature chooses � according to the joint distribution as de�ned by l(�) and f(� j �),
and Nature also determines according to a uniform distribution which attribute i the

decision maker in charge of � looks at. Let me denote a history at the end of stage 1 by a

pair (�; i). Then, in stage 2, for each (�; i), the decision-maker chooses whether to invest

or not based on the observation of ai(�), the realization of the i-th attribute in �. If there

is no investment, the interaction ends (with a 0 payo¤ for the decision maker). If there

is investment, in stage 3, nature chooses/implements the return x as de�ned in � and the

�nal payo¤ of the investor is x�c. In order to form an expectation about the distribution
of x if the decision maker chooses to invest at �, the decision maker bundles all the nodes

((�0; j); Inv) such that the i-th attribute of �0, ai(�
0) coincides with the observed attribute

ai(�) in �, and the decision maker at �
0 chooses to invest. That is, the set of histories

Clai = f((�0; j); Inv) j ai(�0) = aig is put into one analogy class for each ai.
Steady states of the above dynamic sampling process correspond to the analogy-based

expectation equilibria in this setting. Given this link, in the sequel I sometimes refer to

such steady states as analogy-based expectation equilibria (ABEE) or more compactly as

equilibria when there is no possible confusion.

3 Overcon�dence as a result of selection bias

I analyze the above investment environment assuming that a higher realization of attrib-

ute is more representative of a higher return. More precisely, the following monotone

likelihood ratio property is assumed to hold:

Assumption (MLRP): For any a0 > a and x0 > x, it holds that: f(a
0jx0)

f(ajx0) >
f(a0jx)
f(ajx) .

15

15Assuming f(� j x) is smooth, this can be formulated as requiring that @f(ajx)=@af(ajx) is increasing in x.
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3.1 Equilibrium characterization

Proposition 1 Under MLRP, there exists a unique steady state of the above investment

environment. The equilibrium is such that for some threshold a�, a decision-maker chooses

to invest if the observed attribute realization a is above a� and not to invest otherwise where

a� is uniquely de�ned by

P
x2X f(a

� j x)[1� F (a� j x)]l(x) � xP
x2X f(a

� j x)[1� F (a� j x)]l(x) =

8>><>>:
� c if a� = 0
c if a� 2 (0; 1)
� c if a� = 1

(1)

Proof of Proposition 1:

Checking for equilibrium

Given the above strategy, the perceived value of investing for a given realization a of

any attribute is: P
x2X l(x)f(a j x)[1� F (a� j x)] � xP
x2X l(x)f(a j x)[1� F (a� j x)]

� c

Putting aside the cost c of investment, the perceived expected return of the investment

is a weighted average of the possible returns x where the weight of x is proportional to

l(x)f(a j x)[1� F (a� j x)]:

1. l(x)f(a j x) is the usual Bayesian term accounting for the density of projects having
return x and the realization a of the corresponding attribute.

2. 1�F (a� j x) amounts for the proportion of investors in projects with returns x who
made the investment decision. (Given the assumed equilibrium, it requires that

those decision makers in charge of the project got a realization a above a� in their

observed attribute, hence the term 1� F (a� j x).)

Thanks to MLRP, it is the case that a!
P
x2X l(x)f(ajx)[1�F (a�jx)]�xP
x2X l(x)f(ajx)[1�F (a�jx)]

is increasing,16 which

16To see that the presence of 1 � F (a� j x) does not alter the monotonicity property, let w(x) =
p(x)[1� F (a� j x)] and apply the standard textbook argument assuming the probability of x relative to
that of x0 is w(x)=w(x0).
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then ensures that the above threshold investment strategy with a�satisfying (1) de�nes

an equilibrium.

Uniqueness

Suppose more generally, that in equilibrium, investment occurs with probability q(a)

when a 2 [0; 1] occurs. Then the perceived expected return of an a project would be:

bv(a) = P
x2X l(x)f(a j x)

R 1
0
q(b)f(b j x)db � xP

x2X l(x)f(a j x)
R 1
0
q(b)f(b j x)db

Since a! bv(a) is increasing (whatever q(�)) by MLRP, one can infer that investors must
follow a threshold strategy for some z, i.e. invest if a > z and do not invest if a < z where

z (if interior) is de�ned by bv(z) = c.
De�ne

H(a; z) =

P
x2X l(x)f(a j x)[1� F (z j x)] � xP
x2X l(x)f(a j x)[1� F (z j x)]

(2)

This is the perceived expected return of an a-project when other investors follow the

z-threshold investment strategy. One has:

Lemma 1 Under MLRP, H(�; �) is increasing in a and z.

Proof of Lemma 1. The monotonicity in a has already been noted. The mono-

tonicity in z follows from the observation that under MLRP, the hazard rate f(zjx)
1�F (zjx)

decreases with x (see any textbook or the monotone likelihood ratio entry of wikipedia)

and thus x!
@
@z
[1�F (zjx)]
1�F (zjx) = �f(zjx)

1�F (zjx) increases with x. Q.E.D.

An equilibrium must employ a threshold strategy z as already noted (by the mono-

tonicity of H(�; �) in a) and the threshold z must satisfy in equilibrium

H(z; z) =

8>><>>:
� c if z = 0
c if z 2 (0; 1)
� c if z = 1

(3)

Clearly, if 1 � z1 > z2 � 0, then H(z1; z1) > H(z2; z2) and (3) cannot be simultaneously
satis�ed for z = z1 and z2. One concludes that there is only one equilibrium, and that
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this equilibrium is a threshold equilibrium z where z is uniquely de�ned to satisfy (3).17

Q.E.D.

3.2 Comparison to the Bayesian benchmark

ABayesian (or rational) decision maker who would observe the realization a of an attribute

would perceive that the expected return of the project is given by

v(a) =

P
x2X l(x)f(a j x) � xP
x2X l(x)f(a j x)

He would invest if this value is above c and he would not otherwise.

Let aB 2 [0; 1] be uniquely de�ned by18

v(aB) =

8>><>>:
� c if aB = 0
c if aB 2 (0; 1)
� c if aB = 1

A rational investor invests whenever a > aB and he does not otherwise.

Using the H(�; �) function introduced in the proof of Proposition 1 (see expression (2)),
it is readily veri�ed that v(a) = H(a; 0), and thus aB is uniquely de�ned by

H(aB; 0) =

8>><>>:
� c if aB = 0
c if aB 2 (0; 1)
� c if aB = 1

There are two ways to think of a rational decision maker, as just described. One way is to

hold the view that such a rational investor knows l(�) and f(� j �) to start with and does
the corresponding Bayesian updating when observing a. Another way is to hold the view

that such a rational investor is an experienced decision maker who has had su¢ ciently

many learning opportunities to �nd out the investment strategy (de�ned as a function of

17Existence of such a z is guaranteed by the continutity of z ! H(z; z) which ensures (by the theorem
of intermediate values) that if H(0; 0) < c < H(1; 1) there must exist a z 2 (0; 1) satisfying H(z; z) = c.
18Uniqueness comes again from MLRP, which ensures that v(�) is increasing in a.
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the observed attribute) that delivers the highest expected payo¤.19 Whatever the inter-

pretation of the rational investment strategy, comparing the analogy-based expectation

equilibrium threshold a� to aB yields:

Proposition 2 ABEE investors overvalue the expected returns of a-projects as compared

with the rational benchmark, i.e. bv(a) � v(a) where bv(a) = H(a; a�) and v(a) = H(a; 0).
There is at least as much investment in the steady state of the ABEE investment scenario

as in the rational benchmark. That is, a� � aB.

Proof of Proposition 2: The �rst part, bv(a) � v(a), is proven using the monotonicity
of H in z (see Lemma 1). As for the second part, assuming aB < 1 (if aB = 1, the result

trivially holds as there is no investment in the Bayesian benchmark case), one has that

H(aB; 0) � c and thus H(aB; aB) � c by the monotonicity of H in its second argument.

This implies that a� � aB, as desired. Q.E.D.

The heuristic used by decision makers to assess the expected return of a-projects leads

them to have an overly optimistic perception, since H(a; a�) is bigger than H(a; 0) (the

rational assessment). This in turn leads to excessive investment as compared to the

rational benchmark.

It should be stressed that the excessive optimism of decision makers in our setup was

not assumed in the �rst place. It is rather the result of the selection bias implicit in the

heuristic procedure followed by decision makers, which leads them to consider that the

observed mean return among adopted projects with the a characteristic is representative

of the returns of all a-projects. This view held by decision makers is not correct because

the mere fact that other decision makers decided to invest in their project is informative

as to what kind of information they observed in their own project, which the heuristic

procedure considered here does not correct for.20 One implication of the approach pursued

here is that the degree of overcon�dence would endogenously depend on how attributes

19Assuming that such an investor focuses on threshold strategies, this only requires �nding out the
best cut-o¤ value.
20I suspect that the overcon�dence derived here would continue to hold beyond the MLRP setting,

even if then equilibrium would not necessarily take a threshold form and multiplicity of equilibria could
not be excluded.
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and returns are jointly distributed. For example, when attributes are poorly informative

of returns, the model would predict little overcon�dence.

Comment. Some authors have reported evidence that entrepreneurs making several

investment decisions may be more overcon�dent than completely novice entrepreneurs

making their very �rst investment decisions (see Ucbasaran et al. (2011)). At �rst, this

seems at odds with the content of Proposition 2 if one views serial entrepreneurs as being

rational decision makers. Yet, an alternative view on serial but not excessively experi-

enced entrepreneurs is that such investors would be exposed to more cases than novice

entrepreneurs and as such would be more con�dent in the reliability of their observation,

leading them to follow more the sampling heuristic (as compared with novice investors

who may �nd too small datasets a bit too unreliable). With this view, one may reconcile

such evidence on serial entrepreneurs with the approach of this paper (admittedly, fur-

ther elaborations are required to model how investors would adjust their behaviors as a

function of the size of the dataset).

3.3 Relative overcon�dence

Another well documented bias is that while investors are overly optimistic regarding their

own business, they tend to be not so when assessing others�businesses. For example,

Cooper et al. (1988) report that while 81% of new business owners thought their business

had a success rate above 70%, only 39% thought other businesses were this likely to

succeed.

At �rst glance, it might seem that the selection bias considered in this paper would

apply equally when considering one own�s business or others�businesses. Yet, this view is

incorrect because, on the one hand, investors have access to all implemented projects and

as such they can easily have a correct assessment of the pro�tability of others�implemented

projects, and, on the other hand, investors have an incorrect, overly optimistic, assessment

of the pro�tability of their own projects (as shown in Proposition 2). Formally,

Proposition 3 Assume all investors follow the sampling heuristic. Investors feel on

average (before they know the attribute realization of their project) that they perform

better than others.
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Proof of Proposition 3: The perceived expected payo¤ of an ABEE investor is

given by E(bv(a) � c j a > a�) Pr(a > a�) where the density of a is given by w(a) =P
x2X l(x)f(a j x) and bv(a�) = c. The average per-project performance of implemented

projects is E(bv(a)) � c. Given that a ! bv(a) is increasing and bv(a�) = c, we get the

announced result. Q. E. D.

The relative overcon�dence result of Proposition 3 arises because investors have the

feeling they can screen (in an expected return enhancing way) among the pool of projects

they consider as representative of all projects and this pool precisely coincides with the

pool of implemented projects. To put it di¤erently, in the relative comparison reported in

Proposition 3, investors make only the mistake of not realizing that implemented projects

are not representative of all projects when making their own investment decision, but they

need not attribute to others the same selection bias insofar as to assess the pro�tability

of implemented projects they can safely rely on the direct statistics about implemented

projects that are available to them.

Comment. While the result of Proposition 3 applies in ex ante terms (before the in-

vestor knows the attribute realization of his own project),21 it should be mentioned that

a similar result would hold at the interim stage (after the investor has made his obser-

vations) for a wide range of attribute realizations, if one were to assume that investors

observe more about their own project than about others�(which sounds plausible). For

example, assume that investors observe no attribute about others�projects. If implemen-

ted projects make losses in aggregate (see below for an example of this), then an investor

deciding to invest will always hold the view that his project will perform better than the

average implemented project of others whatever the observed attribute realization a > a�.

This is because to implement a project, it must be that the investor (subjectively) �nds

his project pro�table, and by assumption, implemented projects are not pro�table on

average (and this aggregate property is rightly perceived by investors).

21Such an ex ante comparison may be more compelling for serial (but not too experienced) entrepreneurs
than for novice entrepreneurs (for whom the averaging over several decision problems is less relevant).
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4 Further insights

4.1 An illustrative example

In order to illustrate more explicitly the above construction, consider the following setting:

x can take two values x and x where x < c < x so that ex post projects can be categorized

as success (when x = x) or failure (when x = x). Both values of x are equally likely

l(x) = l(x) = 1
2
. The cumulative of a conditional on x is given by F (a j x) = a and

F (a j x) = a2 (so that MLRP is satis�ed).
Routine calculations yield:

a� = min(1;

s
1

4
+

c� x
2(x� c) �

1

2
)

and aB = min(1; c�x
2(x�c)). It is readily veri�ed that a

� < aB whenever c�x
x�c < 4 (i.e.,

whenever a� < 1).

In the equilibrium construction, nothing prevents investors from making losses in ex-

pectation given that the subjective assessments do not represent the correct expected

return conditional on the observation. In the proposed example, ABEE decision makers

make losses in aggregate whenever 4 > c�x
x�c >

3
2
and not otherwise. Whenever there are

losses in aggregate, an ABEE investor observing a > a� would invest and consider his

expected net pro�t bv(a) � c to be above the expected pro�t of implemented projects,
which is negative.

4.2 When rational investors exert negative externalities

Suppose the population of investors is mixed. A share 1 � � of investors (referred to as
ABEE investors) proceeds as described in the main model: They observe one attribute of

their project, sample all projects with the same attribute realization which were imple-

mented, and invest if the observed empirical mean return exceeds the cost c. A share � of

investors makes the rational investment decision based on the observation of one attribute

realization. Di¤erent investors observe di¤erent attributes.
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It should be noted that in the sample considered by ABEE investors, there are both

projects held by ABEE investors and by rational investors. Since the decision rule is not

the same for ABEE and rational investors, the selection bias is typically a¤ected by the

heterogeneity of the population of investors. The purpose of the next Proposition is to

investigate the e¤ect of the cognitive heterogeneity on the performance of ABEE investors

(rational investors are una¤ected by the presence of ABEE investors given that they face

a decision problem and they behave optimally).

To pave the way toward the main result of this section, observe that ABEE investors

follow in equilibrium a threshold strategy that consists in investing in a project with

attribute realization a only if a exceed a�� de�ned by

P
x2X f(a

�� j x)[(1� �)(1� F (a�� j x)) + �(1� F (aB j x))]l(x) � xP
x2X f(a

�� j x)[(1� �)(1� F (a�� j x)) + �(1� F (aB j x))]l(x) =

8>><>>:
� c if a�� = 0
c if a�� 2 (0; 1)
� c if a�� = 1

The left hand-side of this expression represents how an ABEE investor subjectively

assesses the mean return of a project with attribute realization a�� and it requires in

equilibrium that if a�� is interior, this perceived mean return should be equal to the cost

c.

The di¤erence with the main model is that when an ABEE investor makes an obser-

vation of another project, with probability � she is facing a rational investor who invests

only if the observed attribute realization (a di¤erent one) is larger than the Bayesian

threshold aB (as de�ned at the end of subsection 3.2), and with probability 1 � � she is
facing another ABEE investor who invests if the observed attribute realization (again a

di¤erent one) is larger than a��.

Denote the above threshold a�� by a�(�). One has previously seen that when there is

no rational investor around (� = 0), it holds that a�(0) � aB. The e¤ect of � on a�(�) is
summarized by:

Proposition 4 Under MLRP, the higher the share � of rational investors, the more

severe the pro-investment bias of ABEE investors. That is, a�(�) is weakly decreasing in

�, and for all �, a�(�) � a�(0) � aB.
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The proof of this Proposition as well as all subsequent propositions appears in the

appendix. But, the intuition behind Proposition 4 is simple. If an investor is surrounded

with more rational decision makers, the decisions made by others are better, and thus

when sampling from these to form an assessment regarding the pro�tability of the project

it appears to the investor that the project is even more pro�table. The selection bias is

more severe, which leads the investor to make a poorer decision. In some sense, rational

investors exert a negative externality on those investors who follow the sampling heuristic.

To illustrate the idea in an extreme way, suppose all investors around are not only

rational but fully informed of the return x of their project (this is not so in the context

of Proposition 4 - this is only assumed to make the point clearer). In this case, only

projects with returns exceeding the cost c are implemented by other investors and the

sampling procedure followed by the ABEE investor leads her to conclude that it is worth

investing irrespective of the realization a of the attribute (because whatever the subsample

considered all observed returns exceed the cost c). In this case, the ABEE investor would

be so overcon�dent that she would invest always irrespective of the attribute realization

she observes. As Proposition 4 shows, the bias gets more and more pronounced as there

are more rational investors around even if rational decision makers are not fully informed

of the return x of their project and get to observe an attribute of similar informativeness

as ABEE investors.

Comment. While Proposition 4 shows that as � increases, there is more investment

among ABEE investors, the overall e¤ect of an increase of � on total investment (for both

ABEE and rational investors) is ambiguous and depends on the assumed densities.

4.3 When the observations of decision makers are correlated

In the above analysis, I have assumed that decision makers observe di¤erent attributes

of the project. If instead all decision makers observe the same attribute, then for every

attribute realization a such that there is investment with positive probability q(a) > 0,

the sampling heuristic leads to assess the expected return of an a-project according toP
x2X l(x)f(a j x)q(a) � xP
x2X l(x)f(a j x)q(a)
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given that other investors would invest with probability q(a) irrespective of x in a pro-

ject with the same attribute realization a. This expression simpli�es into the rational

expression v(a) derived in subsection 3.2, thereby leading to:22

Proposition 5 When all decision makers consider the same attribute and follow the

ABEE heuristic, when there is investment, this is the rational decision.

The next step is to introduce some form of partial correlation between the attributes

considered by two di¤erent decision makers. Intuitively, as one increases the correlation,

one would expect to get closer to the rational benchmark considered in subsection 3.2, and

as one decreases the correlation, one would expect to get closer to the solution analyzed

in the baseline model above. While this is probably true in some sense, another more

subtle insight will emerge from the analysis.

Consider the sampling scenario in which with probability � the sampled decision maker

relies on the same attribute and with probability 1� � the sampled decision maker relies
on a di¤erent attribute.23 A rationale for this may be that decision makers are divided

into a large number of communities, in each community a given and speci�c attribute is

considered, and when sampling, a decision maker either samples from his own community

(with probability �) or he samples randomly (and uniformly) from the other communities

(with probability 1� �).
In such a sampling scenario, it can be shown that under MLRP there is no interior

threshold equilibrium. To see this, assume by contradiction that for some a� 2 (0; 1),
investment occurs whenever a � a�.
For a < a�, the perceived expected return of an a-project would be

bvL(a) = P
x2X l(x)f(a j x)[1� F (a� j x)] � xP
x2X l(x)f(a j x)[1� F (a� j x)]

(4)

since a sampled decision maker from the same community (i.e., considering the same

attribute a < a�) would not invest (and the corresponding project would not contribute to

22If one allows for trembles when there is no investment, then there is also no investment whenever it
is suboptimal to invest.
23In the scenario with N di¤erent attributes, one would have � = 1=N .
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the observed data), thereby explaining that the same expression of subjective assessment

as in the main model holds.

For a > a�, the perceived expected return of an a-project would be

bvH(a) = P
x2X l(x)f(a j x)[(1� �)(1� F (a� j x)) + �] � xP
x2X l(x)f(a j x)[(1� �)(1� F (a� j x)) + �]

(5)

where the term (1� �)(1� F (a� j x)) + � corresponds to the fact that an investor from
the same community (who would look at the same attribute) would invest for sure (such

an investor is sampled with probability �) and an investor from another community (who

looks at a di¤erent attribute) would invest only if the attribute realization is above the

threshold a�, that is, with frequency 1 � F (a� j x) (such an investor is sampled with
probability 1� �).24

Yet, under MLRP, it is readily veri�ed that bvL(a) > bvH(a) for any � > 0 (this is

because bvH(a) is in between bvL(a) and the rational evaluation v(a) and bvL(a) � v(a) as
shown in Proposition 2). This in particular implies that bvL(a�) > bvH(a�), which together
with the continuity of the a ! bvL(a) and a ! bvH(a) functions makes it impossible thatbvH(a) � c for all a > a� and bvL(a) � c for all a < a�, as required for the threshold

investment strategy to de�ne an equilibrium.

The shape of the equilibrium in this sampling scenario should be modi�ed as follows.

For some a, a where 0 � a � a � 1, a decision-maker of an a-project does not invest

whenever a < a, always invests whenever a � a and invests with probability q(a) > 0 and
does not invest with probability 1 � q(a) > 0 whenever a < a < a where for an interior
equilibrium it should be that for all a 2 [0; 1], the subjective expected return attached to
an a-project satis�es

bv(a) =
8>><>>:

� c if a > a
c if a 2 (a; a)
� c if a < a

with bv(a) = P
x2X l(x)f(a j x)[�q(a) + (1� �)K(x)] � xP
x2X l(x)f(a j x)[�q(a) + (1� �)K(x)]

(6)

24It should be noted that when � = 1, bvH(a) corresponds to the rational Bayesian assessment of the
expected return of an a-project.
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K(x) =

Z 1

a

q(b)f(b j x)db (7)

using the convention that q(b) = 1 for b � a.

Note that if investment decisions are governed by q(�), expression (6) corresponds
to the subjective assessment of an a-investment given that an investor observing the

same attribute a in the same community invests with probability q(a) (such an investor

is sampled with probability �) and an investor from another community invests with

probability q(b) when her attribute realization is b which for a given x occurs according

to the density f(b j x).
It can be shown that such an equilibrium always exists.25 Moreover, for an interior

equilibrium, a (which is de�ned by bv(a) = c for q(a) = 0) is such that a � a� where a� is
the threshold de�ned in Proposition 1, and a (which is de�ned by bv(a) = c for q(a) = 1)
is such that a < aB where aB is the rational threshold as de�ned above.26

An interesting feature of the equilibrium is that for a range of attribute realizations

with positive measure, i.e. for all a 2 (a; a), the subjective assessment of an a-project
coincides exactly with the cost c. Such a property distinguishes the prediction of this

model from that of the Bayesian model (for generic joint distribution of attributes and

returns). Moreover, the range of indi¤erence is maximal for interior values of � (since as

� gets close to 0 or 1, the range shrinks respectively to fa�g or
�
aB
	
). These observations

can potentially be used for applied (empirical) purposes. For example, if it turns out

25To get a sense of this, de�ne for every increasing function K

eq(a) = 1� �
�

P
x2X p(x)f(a j x)K(x) � (c� x)P
x2X p(x)f(a j x)K(x) � (x� c)

(8)

and de�ne

q(a) =

8<: 0 if e�(a) < 0eq(a) if 0 < e�(a) < 1
1 if e�(a) > 1

Existence follows by noting that that when K is increasing, q as de�ned above is (weakly) increasing.
Moreover for any increasing q, K as de�ned in (7) is an increasing function of x.
An equilibrium is a �xed point of the compound mapping induced by K !1 q (according to the (8)

formula) and q !2 K (according to the (7) expression). Such a �xed point is shown to exist using the
monotonicity properties just highlighted.
26These comparisons are established using the monotonicities mentioned in the previous footnote and

the de�nition of a� and aB .
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that for a number of di¤erent characteristics, investors �nd it just pro�table to invest,

this may be considered to be inconsistent with a Bayesian formulation but not with the

ABEE model just proposed.27

5 Application to trading

In this Section, I extend the above setup to cover trading applications in which both

sellers and buyers may possess private information regarding the value of the goods for

sale. I wish to investigate for various prices of the good how the market works if sellers

and buyers when forming their expectations about the quality of the goods may be subject

to selection bias as considered above.

Speci�cally, the economy consists of a continuum of sellers and buyers of equal mass.

Each seller is matched with one (di¤erent) buyer. Sellers and buyers jointly decide whether

they wish to transact the good at price p (same price for all transactions). If the seller

and the buyer both agree, there is transaction. If either the seller or the buyer refuses,

there is no transaction. Prior to the transaction decision, the seller privately observes one

among many attribute realizations b 2 [0; 1] and the buyer privately observes one among
many attribute realizations a 2 [0; 1] of the good for sale.
A good may be of two qualities x or x assumed to be overall equally likely, l(x) =

l(x) = 1
2
. The value of a quality x good is x for the seller and h(x) � x for the buyer.

I assume that h(x) � x > p > h(x) � x . That is, zero-sum trading environments are

covered whenever h(x) = x, and so are situations in which the buyer values the good

more than the seller for sure as in Akerlof�s lemon market model.

The density of any attribute realization a given x is denoted by f(a j x). Similarly,
the density of b given x is denoted by g(b j x). Cumulatives are denoted by F (a j x) and
G(a j x), respectively.
I assume as in the main model that a buyer observing an attribute realization a

(resp. a seller observing an attribute realization b) considers, from the previous cohort,

27Alternative possible approaches to rationalize indi¤erences would allow the decision makers to en-
tertain multiple beliefs regarding the joint distribution of attributes and returns. Yet, typical criteria of
ambiguity models would not deliver the indi¤erence property except for non-generic speci�cations. Be-
sides, such approaches would not a priori identify a role for the correlation of the attributes considered
by two di¤erent investors as in this paper.
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all transactions that were made and such that the same attribute realization a (resp b)

was observed to compute the empirical mean value x in the sample. A buyer accepts

the transaction whenever the subjective induced valuation exceeds the price. A seller

accepts the transaction whenever the subjective induced valuation is below the price.

One interpretation of the restriction to �xed price p mechanisms is that the price is an

attribute observed by sellers and buyers, and thus sampling would only occur within those

transactions that took place at price p.

Similarly to the benchmark model, the selection bias comes from the fact that only

goods which were traded are inspected. I will also compare this scenario to the one in

which both sellers and buyers are fully rational, and to the scenario in which sellers are

fully rational while buyers follow the sampling heuristic just described. As in the main

model, I will assume that both f and g satisfy the monotone likelihood ratio property

(MLRP) where higher realizations of a and b are more representative of higher qualities

x. I will also assume that f(ajx)
f(ajx) converges to 0 as a gets close to 0 (a � 0 makes it very

likely that x = x) and g(bjx)
g(bjx) converges to 1 as b gets close to 1 (b � 1 makes it very

likely that x = x). These latter conditions ensure that if there is an equilibrium with

positive trade (whatever the cognitive assumptions made on sellers and buyers), it must

be interior. In the rest of this Section, when I refer to MLRP, I assume that all these

statistical assumptions hold.

Proposition 6 Under MLRP, assuming both sellers and buyers follow the ABEE heur-

istic, there is at most one equilibrium with positive trade. When it exists, such an equilib-

rium takes the following form. Buyers accept to transact whenever their observed attribute

realization a exceeds a�, sellers accept to transact whenever their observed attribute real-

ization b is below b� where the thresholds a� and b� are de�ned by:

[1� F (a� j x)]G(b� j x)g(b� j x)(x� p) = [1� F (a� j x)]G(b� j x)g(b� j x)(p� x) (9)

[1� F (a� j x)]G(b� j x)f(a� j x)(h(x)� p) = [1� F (a� j x)]G(b� j x)f(a� j x)(p� h(x))
(10)

Remark. In the zero-sum case, i.e. whenever h(x) = x, positive trade can be sustained.

To see this most simply, allow to vary p in (x; x) without touching on the other parameters.
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(9) and (10) can simultaneously hold for interior a�, b� 2 (0; 1) and for some well chosen
p as soon as

g(b� j x)
g(b� j x) =

f(a� j x)
f(a� j x)

which can obviously be met for a range of interior a�, b�.28

In the next Proposition, I consider the fully rational benchmark.29

Proposition 7 Under MLRP, when both sellers and buyers are rational, an interior

equilibrium if it exists takes the following form. Buyers accept to transact whenever their

observed attribute realization a exceeds aR, sellers accept to transact whenever their ob-

served attribute realization b is below bR where the thresholds aR and bR are de�ned by:

[1� F (aR j x)]g(bR j x)(x� p) = [1� F (aR j x)]g(bR j x)(p� x) (11)

G(bR j x)f(aR j x)(h(x)� p) = G(bR j x)f(aR j x)(p� h(x)) (12)

In the next Proposition, I consider the scenario in which sellers are rational while buy-

ers follow the ABEE heuristic. Such a scenario may be appropriate to describe situations

in which the owners of the goods (the sellers) are more familiar with the goods they own

than outside agents such as new buyers. Equilibrium is then characterized as follows.

Proposition 8 Under MLRP, assuming that sellers are rational and buyers follow the

ABEE heuristic, any interior equilibrium if it exists takes the following form. Buyers

accept to transact whenever their observed attribute realization a exceeds a��, sellers accept

to transact whenever their observed attribute realization b is below b�� where the thresholds

a�� and b�� should satisfy:

[1� F (a�� j x)]g(b�� j x)(x� p) = [1� F (a�� j x)]g(b�� j x)(p� x) (13)

[1�F (a�� j x)]G(b�� j x)f(a�� j x)(h(x)�p) = [1�F (a�� j x)]G(b�� j x)f(a�� j x)(p�h(x))
(14)

28If f = g, then any a� = b� 2 (0; 1) can be sustained for well chosen p.
29Observe that there may be multiple equilibria with positive trade in this case.
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The next Proposition establishes that there is most trade when both the sellers and

the buyers follow the ABEE heuristic and least trade when both the sellers and the buyers

are rational. More precisely,

Proposition 9 Under MLRP, most trade is achieved when both the sellers and the buyers

follow the ABEE heuristic. Moreover, for any interior equilibrium in the rational case,

there is an equilibrium with at least as much trade in the cognitive scenario in which sellers

are rational and buyers follow the ABEE heuristic.

What Proposition 9 establishes is that either there is no trade in all the equilibria of

the cognitive scenarios considered in Propositions 6, 7, and 8 or else there is a unique

interior equilibrium when both the sellers and the buyers follow the ABEE heuristic, and

the corresponding volume of trade is the highest among all possible equilibria covered by

Propositions 6, 7, and 8. Moreover, there is less trade in the rational case than in the

scenario in which only the sellers are rational.

Intuitively, the reason for these results is as follows. A more tolerant trading behavior

of one side of the market induces a more tolerant trading attitude on the other side. When

one side follows the ABEE heuristic as opposed to the rational heuristic, it becomes more

tolerant (as shown in Section 3). As a result, when both the sellers and the buyers follow

the ABEE heuristic there is most trade, and when both the sellers and the buyers are

rational there is least trade.

I now specialize the above results. In the zero-sum case, h(x) = x for x = x and

x, the no-trade theorem applies in the rational paradigm (see Sebenius and Geanakoplos

(1983)), but trade can take place in the ABEE world, as was noted after Proposition 6. In

some instances, there may also be a positive trade equilibrium in the world in which only

buyers follow the ABEE heuristic, but when it exists, it necessarily exhibits less trade

than the interior equilibrium (which must then exist) of the ABEE world. In some sense,

the rationality of sellers reduces the selection bias causing the overcon�dence of ABEE

buyers.

In the case in which h(x) > x, the above results reveal that the ABEE world may

induce higher welfare given that under such speci�cations, the more trade the better for

welfare. It should be noted though that in the case in which sellers would be perfectly
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informed of the quality x as in Akerlof (1970), there would be no trade in the ABEE

world given that sellers would only agree to sell low quality goods and sampling from

those transactions that were approved by sellers could only lead buyers to conclude that

it is not worth buying. For trade to occur here, it is essential that sellers are not perfectly

informed of the quality.30

6 Discussion

In this Section, I discuss various extensions of the basic model which can serve as the

basis for possible avenues for future research.

6.1 A rational approach to selection bias

In the basic model, investors extrapolate from the sample of implemented projects as

if these were representative of all projects. Instead, one may consider the behaviors of

sophisticated yet inexperienced investors who would have to make the best inference from

the (biased) sample they have access to.

There are various possible scenarios one may consider. Assume �rst that all investors

are sophisticated and rightly know this as well as the fact that the chance that two

investors would consider the same attribute is negligible. By looking at the empirical

distribution of the characteristics � of all implemented projects, such investors can identify

that conditional on the return x all attributes are distributed independently of each other

according to the density function f(a j x). I claim that assuming all investors use the

same threhsold strategy, such investors can recover the probabilities l(x) that an arbitrary

project would have return x, and as a result they can behave optimally, i.e. invest

whenever a > aB and not invest otherwise where aB is the rational threshold de�ned

in subsection 3.2.

To see this, consider a generic investor who would postulate that all other investors use

30The �nding that there is more trade in the ABEE world is to be contrasted with the �nding in Esponda
(2008) that naivete may exacerbate adverse selection in Akerlof-type situations. A key di¤erence is that
buyers cannot vary the price in my setting and selection bias comes from the attitude of other buyers,
and not from a misunderstanding about how a change in the price a¤ects the quality of the goods put
for sale.
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the threshold strategy z, consisting in investing if a > z and not investing otherwise. For

any postulated threshold z, considering the relative proportion of implemented projects

with return x would allow such an investor to estimate the corresponding proportion lz(x)

that a project would have return x given that the proportion of implemented projects with

return x should then be up to an x-independent scalar equal to lz(x)[1�F (z j x)]. Based
on lz(�) and f(� j �), the investor could then determine the Bayesian threshold aB(z)
as characterized in subsection 3.2 but now for probabilities of x being de�ned by lz(x)

(instead of l(x)). Given that z ! aB(z) can be shown to be monotonically decreasing

under MLRP, there is at most one �xed point aB(z) = z, which must coincide with the

Bayesian benchmark considered in subsection 3.2.

Another scenario one may consider is one in which there is a mix of sophisticated and

naive investors where the naive investors behave as in the main model and the sophistic-

ated investors try to make the best inference from what they observe. If the proportion

of sophisticated investors is known to sophisticated investors, then an argument similar

to the one just seen would allow the sophisticated investors to behave optimally as in the

rational benchmark considered in subsection 3.2. If however only bounds on the propor-

tion of sophisticated investors are known then sophisticated investors may not be able

to infer how to play optimally. If they are su¢ ciently ambiguity averse, such investors

may invest less than what would be optimal. One may also consider a third scenario in

which sophisticated investors would not be sure regarding the degree of correlation of the

attributes considered by two di¤erent investors in the vein of subsection 4.3. Variations

of this sort should be the subject of future research.

The take-away of this is as follows. Modelling decision makers in the face of biased

samples as econometricians would do (I referred to such decision makers as sophisticated)

either leads to view such decision makers as being fully rational in the sense de�ned in

subsection 3.2 or as facing an ambiguous environment, which would typically not give

rise to the overcon�dence documented in the managerial literature. Understanding better

how a mix of sophisticated and naive investors would interact should be the subject of

future research, especially when sophisticated investors cannot be assumed to infer how

to behave in a Bayesian optimal way.
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6.2 Multiple types of attributes

In the above investment problem, all attributes were distributed according to the same

density. Consider the variant in which there are two types of attributes: the a-attributes

distributed according to f(a j x) and the b-attributes distributed according to g(b j x)
where both f and g are assumed to satisfy MLRP, and conditional on x any two attributes

(whatever the type) are distributed independently of each other as in the main model.

Which type of attribute is preferable?

A question of interest is whether it is preferable (both from an individual and welfare

viewpoints - they coincide here) that decision makers rely on a-attributes or b-attributes.

In the classic Bayesian settting, if b is more informative than a about x (i.e. if a is a

garbling of b), then Blackwell�s analysis tells us that it is preferable that decision makers

rely on a-attributes. In the sampling economy considered here, the comparison is not so

clear given that decisions are made suboptimally on the basis of the observation.

To illustrate that it need not be best to consider the most informative attribute,

consider the example developed in subsection 4.1 and assume that either attributes of type

a are available or else uninformative attributes of type b (i.e. such that g(b j x) = g(b j x)
for all b) are available. On the one hand, if attributes a are used, when 4 > c�x

x�c >
3
2
,

decision makers make aggregate losses, as noted in subsection 4.1. On the other hand,

if attributes b are used, decision makers either invest always or they never invest, and if

they invest always, they must be making gains in aggregate (given that the assessment of

the expected return of any b-project would then coincide with the true aggregate expected

return - there is no selection bias in this case). It follows that when all decision makers

use the uninformative attributes b, they cannot make losses in aggregate and thus the

uninformative attributes are preferable to the informative ones when 4 > c�x
x�c >

3
2
.31

Equilibrium approach to the choice of attribute

Instead of comparing what agents obtain when they all use a-attributes or when they

all use b-attributes, one may consider instead an equilibrium approach in the vein of

31From a more abstract perspective, one can show that there can be no ranking of any two distributions
of attribute that applies uniformly for all shapes of the selection bias. That is, in our setting with selection
bias, there is no extension of the partial ordering developed by Blackwell in the standard rationality case.
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theoretical biology. That is, attributes of type a or b are now compared taking as given

the distribution of attributes considered by other investors and an attribute a or b is

retained only if it delivers the highest (true) expected payo¤in the corresponding sampling

environment.

Such an approach could now give rise to situations in which populations of decision

makers would be split between considering various types of attributes despite being ex-

posed to the same underlying investment decision problem.

To illustrate this, consider the same environment as just considered with a-attributes

de�ned as in subsection 4.1 and b-attributes being uninformative. Suppose that when all

decision-makers use a-attributes, they make aggregate losses. This ensures that it cannot

be that all decision makers rely on a-attributes, since in such a con�guration b-attributes

-which would lead not to invest because there are aggregate losses- would deliver a higher

expected payo¤ than a-attributes, thereby leading to a contradiction. On the other hand,

if only b attributes are used, a decision maker proceeding as in the ABEE heuristic and

considering an a attribute would not be subject to selection bias and would thus be making

a higher expected pro�t than a decision maker relying on a b-attribute given that a is

more informative than b.32 This simple argument shows that equilibrium must be such

that a-attributes and b-attributes give the same expected payo¤ and that a positive share

of the population relies on each type of attribute.

6.3 When the investment rate a¤ects the informativeness of

available attributes

So far, the sampling heuristic was a source of ine¢ ciency in the context of investment

decisions. There may be various reasons why overcon�dence can in some instances be

bene�cial (see, for example, Kyle and Wang (1997) or Compte and Postlewaite (2004)).

To illustrate this possibility within the above ABEE investment framework, consider the

following scenario. Suppose that the type of attribute that can be observed by decision

makers is a¤ected by the overall investment rate in the economy. More precisely, suppose

that, as there is more entrepreneurial activity, the attribute observed by investors becomes

32Some trembling behavior is required to have positive investment in the b-regime.
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more informative about the pro�tability of projects. A rationale for this may be that

as there is more entrepreneurial activity in the economy, collecting information about

projects becomes easier due to economies of scale.

It is not di¢ cult to see that such kinds of externalities may, in some cases, give rise

to multiple equilibria with some equilibria having more entrepreneurial activity, more

informative attributes on which entrepreneurs base their investment decisions and more

selection bias. In some speci�cations, the high entrepreneurial activity equilibrium may

dominate the low entrepreneurial activity equilibria and also the best equilibrium that

would arise in a setting with fully rational decision makers (the latter may be true even if

there is a unique equilibrium). Such cases illustrate the potential bene�t of the sampling

heuristic as an instrument to induce more investment so as to better take advantage of

the positive externality induced by a higher entrepreneurial activity.

To illustrate more concretely this, consider again the example of subsection 4.1 and

suppose now that when attribute a is considered, investors make gains in aggregate (i.e.,

assume that c�x
x�c <

3
2
) while the expected return over all projects falls short of the cost

c (i.e. c�x
x�c > 1). Assume also that either a-attributes are accessible or else only unin-

formative b-attributes are available. Finally, suppose that for a-attributes to be access-

ible, it should be that the share of projects in which there is investment is in between
1
2
(1 � aB) + 1

2
(1 � (aB)2) and 1

2
(1 � a�) + 1

2
(1 � (a�)2) where a� and aB were de�ned in

subsection 4.1.

In such a scenario, in the rational world, there is a unique equilibrium in which a-

attributes are not accessible and there is no investment.33 In the ABEE world, there is

an equilibrium in which a-attributes are available and decision makers invest according

to the a� threshold.34 This equilibrium dominates the rational equilibrium from a welfare

viewpoint given that c�x
x�c <

3
2
. There is also, in the ABEE world, the same equilibrium as

in the rational case, thereby illustrating that the range in which multiple equilibria may

arise in the two cognitive scenarios need not coincide.

33The absence of investment is the consequence of the assumption that when in the complete dark
(i.e. faced with b only) it is not pro�table to invest given the overall expected return of projects. The
observation that a-attributes cannot be accessible is that if they were the share of investment would only
be 1

2 (1� a
B) + 1

2 (1� (a
B)2), thereby not allowing a-attributes to be accessible.

34Assuming a-attributes are accessible, the share of investment would be 1
2 (1 � a

�) + 1
2 (1 � (a

�)2),
thereby ensuring that a-attributes are accessible.
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The above considerations suggest a positive link between the level of entrepreneurial

activity and the level of managerial overcon�dence. It would be of interest to explore

more systematically if such a link prevails empirically.35

35Koellinger et al. (2007) is suggestive of such a correlation but more work is required to establish
whether the causality suggested here is at work.
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Appendix
Proof of Proposition 4.

De�ne H(a; z; �) =
P
x2X f(ajx)[(1��)(1�F (zjx))+�(1�F (aB jx))]l(x)�xP
x2X f(ajx)[(1��)(1�F (zjx))+�(1�F (aB jx))]l(x)

:

Lemma Under MLRP, H is increasing in a and z. It is decreasing in � for z � aB.

Proof. H increasing in a follows directly from MLRP.

H increasing in z follows from the observation that f(zjx)
(1��)(1�F (zjx))+�(1�F (aB jx)) is de-

creasing in x, which is proven in the same way as the decreasing hazard rate property.36

H decreasing in � for z � aB follows because F (aB jx)�F (zjx)
�(F (aB jx)�F (zjx))+1�F (zjx) is increasing in

x for z � aB, which follows because 1�F (aB jx)
1�F (zjx) is decreasing in x (which follows from the

fact MLRP implies the �rst order stochastic dominance property noting that F (ajx)
1�F (zjx) is

the cumulative of F conditional on x and a being no smaller than z and that MLRP still

holds when we truncate the support of a). Q. E. D.

Proving that a�(�) is smaller than aB follows easily by noting that H(aB; aB; �) �
H(aB; 0; 0).

Proving that a�(�) is decreasing follows easily by noting that for an interior solution

H(a�(�); a�(�); �) = c

and thus if �0 > �, H((a�(�); a�(�); �0) � c (by the monotonicity of H in �), which implies

that a�(�0) � a�(�) (by the monotonicity of H in a and z). Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 6

A buyer observing attribute a assesses the expected pro�tability of the asset according

to
[1� F (a� j x)]G(b� j x)f(a j x)h(x) + [1� F (a� j x)]G(b� j x)f(a j x)h(x)

[1� F (a� j x)]G(b� j x)f(a j x) + [1� F (a� j x)]G(b� j x)f(a j x)
36Speci�cally, integrate f(a1 j x1)f(a0 j x0) � f((a0 j x1)f(a1 j x1) (which holds for all a1 � a0,

x1 � x0) in a1 from a0 to 1 and multiply by 1� � and integrate in a1 from aB to 1 and multiply by � to
obtain that

f(a j x0)
(1� �)(1� F (aB j x0) + �(1� F (a j x0)

� f(a j x1)
(1� �)(1� F (aB j x1) + �(1� F (a j x1)

as required.
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where the term [1� F (a� j x)]G(b� j x) stands for the chance that there is a transaction
in a sampled asset with pro�tability x. Equating this with p at a = a� (as required for an

interior equilibrium) yields (10). The same logic applied to sellers yields (9). Q. E. D.

Proof of Propositions 7 and 8:

The di¤erence between Proposition 7 and Proposition 6 lies in the way a seller assesses

the expected pro�tability of an asset with attribute b that a buyer would agree to buy.

This assessment is given by

[1� F (aR j x)]g(b j x)x+ [1� F (aR j x)]g(b j x)x
[1� F (aR j x)]g(b j x) + [1� F (aR j x)]g(b j x)

where the term [1 � F (aR j x)] stands for the conditioning on the fact that the buyer
agrees to buy the asset (this is the traditional winner�s curse correction). Equating this

with p at b = bR yields (13). The other expressions are derived similarly. Q. E. D.

Proof of Proposition 9:

Start from an interior equilibrium (a��; b��) in the one-sided world in which only buyers

follow the ABEE heuristic. Solving in b equation

G(b j x)[1� F (a� j x)]g(b j x)(x� p) = G(b j x)[1� F (a� j x)]g(b j x)(p� x)

yields b > b�� (by MLRP which implies that G(b j x)=G(b j x) increases in b).
When b increases, the solution in a of the following equation

[1� F (a j x)]G(b j x)f(a j x)(h(x)� p) = [1� F (a j x)]G(b j x)f(a j x)(p� h(x))

decreases by MLRP.

Iterating from (a��; b��) these two operations leads to converge to an equilibrium in

the ABEE world, hence (a�; b�) with a� < a�� and b > b��.

The comparison between rational equilibria and equilibria in the one-sided world are

done similarly. Start from a rational equilibrium (aR; bR): Solving in a

[1� F (a j x)]G(b j x)f(a j x)(h(x)� p) = [1� F (a j x)]G(b j x)f(a j x)(p� h(x))
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yields an a < aR.

When a is decreased, the solution in b of the following equation

[1� F (a j x)]g(b j x)(x� p) = [1� F (a j x)]g(b j x)(p� x)

increases by MLRP. We conclude again by iterating these two operations. Q. E. D.
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